
QUICK STARTUP PROCESS WITH GAIN2U MATRIX. 

1. Our trading post is for product and service exchanges that has a built-in 

credit-back and crowd sharing solution for a sustainable future of 

economic growth and stability. 

2. Invite 10 plus subscribers and qualify for future ongoing rewards from our 

crowd sharing infrastructure. List, sell or exchange your unused items or 

hourly labor services to build a credit-line for exchange.  

3. Each subscriber can open an account on platform one for an initial one-off 

startup cost of €250, then a monthly donation of €20 thereafter. This 

provides a one year in advance service bond plus a €10 donation into a 

shared credit pool of active sponsors to establish a reward system for 

residual returns.  

4. Each subscriber can advertise items for credit exchange. Credits 

accumulate in an internal e-wallet account that can be used to buy, sell 

swap, barter, trade and exchange goods and services, for and initial 

upfront cost or up to a 10% tithe on the success of a sale or both. 

5. Businesses can join the mahi-tahi cooperative business directory for €99 a 

year from within the member’s login area. 

6. An individual subscriber can join Manpower Outsourcing Foundation for 

recruitment and employment services for €99 a year. 

7. Businesses can join Manpower Outsourcing Foundation for €199 a year for 

Tender and Manpower Recruitment Services. 

8. Non-Government Foundations can affiliate with Aotearoha Kawanatanga 

for €399 a year for Hue-manitarian Projects and grants. 

9. All subscribers can join Godzone Credit Exchange to increase their support 

network and credit line dramatically. 

10. No tax, loans with interest or hidden fees can be charged. Any fees or 

service charges must have full disclosure for complete transparency or be 

refunded. 

11. Any breaches of the rules of engagement or terms will result in e-wallet 

accounts being suspended for remedy with a 3 Strike your terminated 

entirely rule. 

12. All subscribers can buy and transfer credits. 


